Ecm b fuse wiring diagram
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prevous post Suburban won't start I went from condeming the fuel pump or the fuel filter to
discovering the true reason for the no-start problem Well, this fuse keeps blowing When I try to
insert a fuse into the fuse block, there is a spark that occurs at the connection, causing the fuse
to instantly blow. First of all, what is the ECM-B circuit all about?? Secondly, is there something
in the design of this system that is a known problem or a "typical" problem that causes the fuse
in the circuit to blow? Also, for what it is worth, the truck is a 2 wheel drive, gas engine series
Suburban. Wish I had a wiring diagram You might have a wire grounding out somewhere. Not
sure about how your wires and all are ran but its a start i guess. The shorted wire turned out to
be on the back of the cylinder head, passenger side, just past the distributor. Do the "wiggle"
test. Grab hold of the wiring loom and wiggle it, maybe pull it away from the engine. Now insert
the fuse and see what it does. If not there, "wiggle" elsewhere. Just insert the fuse after each
time to see where the short is. You'll find it eventually. There might be something else tacked on
it, but it's primary function is probably to supply power to the pump. Since I have had some
experience with fuel pump circuits and relays, I would probably guess that the relay failed and
shorted out that particular circuit. Fuel pump relays actually draw a lot of power, and relays that
are used in high power situations tend to fail on a regular basis especially BOSCH high power
relays. Still no change. Vaughn, I think you are onto something with the relay in the fuse pump
circuit. Where do I find the relay for the fuel pump?? Look carefully and you should see the
labels for each item molded into the plastic cover. I traced the problem to the valve underneath
that switches fuel tanks from side to side. There must have been a short to ground in the
solenoid. I don't know if the 90 burbs have dual tanks, but I bet the problem is in the fuel pump
circuit somewhere. Maybe this will help. There is no fuse box or relay center on the passenger
side firewall on this truck. I found what appears to be a relay hanging off of 5 wires. I found it
dangling off the back of engine. The wire harness coming into it is well sealed and it has
provisions for a slide mount cast into it although I cannot find where or what it is supposed to
mount to. One of the 5 wires is a red wire with a female spade terminal, the others are orange,
green, black and grey. I cannot find where this relay was supposed to be hung from and I
cannot find the male terminal to the red wire I suspect that it is grounding out and causing the
problems. Does someone have a picture of the fuel pump relay and its location for my particular
truck seems like there have been many variations on locations through the years based upon
the replies. I found the short behind the distributor in the giant wiring harness that runs along
the firewall. Chevy or the previous owner had installed some cheap connectors in there. One of
the wires orange coming from the oil pressure sensor mates with 2 other orange wires in that
harness. There was nothing covering the connection and the plastic loom was ripped around
that point. The dist. I never had that fuse blow again after I fixed that connection. I'll look at my
mitchell info and see if I can find you a wiring diagram. Pull off the cover to access the fuse
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Besides the pump it could also be a faulty relay or any of the associated wiring but my bet is on
the fuel pump. The fuse block access door is on the drivers side edge of the instrument panel. It
might also be the fuel pump inside the tank drawing more current than it should. Seeing that the
oil pressure switch and fuel pump relay are the main two components protected by this fuse
and they are cheap i decided to replace these two items. Gmc sierra mk1 fuse box diagram.
Through sfi communication ecm receives id verification results from transponder key ecu
assembly. Trailer wiring back up alarm. Ecm also verifies ecus. Ecm b is the fuel pump relay
circuit if i remember correctly. If you have any further interest. Well i think i solved my ecm b
fuse problem im not the originator of this post but might as well make this the ecm b post.
Learn to test these larger units here with wiring diagram interpretation in mind. Todays can or
controller area network communication arrays are difficult and complex and so is its diagnostic.
How to read electrical wiring diagram position of connectors and grounds wiring diagram for
power supplies usage and capacity of fuses in fuse block starting and charging system ecm
engine control module tcm transmission control module air conditioner full automatic
temperature control circuit. Iatmaf sensor engine control module ecm diesel. If the fuse is still
ok the pump is the problem. Does your vehicle not run or stall. You may want to try leaving out
the ecm b fuse and jumping the power lead on the relay then try to start the truck. The first thing
to check is the ecm battery fuse located in the power distribution center. Locate fuse and relay.
Fuse panel layout diagram parts. Gmc sierra mk1 fuse box instrument panel. Powertrain control
module fpmp relay. It can be the circuit that activates the fuel pump relay or the relay itself. Ecm
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and and as far as i can tell you can limit your search to just the wires connecting the fuel. Need
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I do have power on a6. Nor do i have horndome or lights tail and park. I have checked ecm b
fuse and it is ok however i do not have 12v at the fuse holder. Check wiring diagram and locate
what this fuse gives juice to. Below schematic depicts the toyota yaris engine immobilizer
system wiring diagram. He comes back a week later same ecm fuse blown. It seems the ecm b
fuse has quite a few possible reasons that it will blow and i dont see any single cause being
more common. Need wiring diagram for chevy s10 pickupfuse mark ecm b keeps blowing. I do
not have a wiring diagram but in supposition i think that the two wires that leave the
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larger units here with wiring diagram interpretation in mind. Ecm also verifies ecus. Well i think i
solved my ecm b fuse problem im not the originator of this post but might as well make this the
ecm b post. Ecm b is the fuel pump relay circuit if i remember correctly. Does your vehicle not
run or stall. In this video we show you how. If the fuse is still ok the pump is the problem.
Through sfi communication ecm receives id verification results from transponder key ecu
assembly. Instrument panel fuse block. You may want to try leaving out the ecm b fuse and
jumping the power lead on the relay then try to start the truck. Powertrain control module fpmp
relay. If you let me know if this is a silverado and what engine is in this i can get you a wiring
diagram for the ecm b fuse but this is normally powering the fuel pump. It can be the circuit that
activates the fuel pump relay or the relay itself. If you have any further interest. The first thing to
check is the ecm battery fuse located in the power distribution center. Besides the pump it
could also be a faulty relay or any of the associated wiring but my bet is on the fuel pump.
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About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. ECMs are pretty tough. Problems like yours are wiring
related Another test you can do is to load test those power and ground wires. With the OEM

connector disconnected at the ECM, jump power one at a time from pin 4 and 6, through a
headlight bulb, then ground the headlight to make it come it on. If the wires are in good shape,
that headlight will be nice and bright. If the wiring is weak with a bad spot, the headlight will be
dim. Your volt meter cannot load test the wire, so a bad connection will still show full battery
voltage. That bad connection cannot support an electrical load, that is why you get weird ECM
problems like this. While the head light is connected wiggle your wiring harness all the way
back to the either the batteries or the starter dep
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ending on where it gets its power from. If the wiring has a bad spot, the headlight will flicker or
drop out. Repeat this for the ground too but reversed. For sure, any corrosion needs to be
cleaned up or replace those pins. Also, it is best to have the proper test pins, that way you can
see if any pins inside the connector body are spread and making poor contact. I would also try a
test ECM for a few days if you can before spending any money on a new one. UPDATE: So,
unfortunately heavyd was rightâ€¦ I have a break in a wire somewhere between the fuse box and
ecm on the constant power side. Or any motor for that matterâ€¦ I unbolted the fuse panel to see
what color the words are coming from the ECM power reed breaker. Can anyone tell me where I
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